
Conscious Discipline 
Structures in 
Alt. Programs



7 years ago . . . 
� Many of the students in our spaces were:

● �Disengaged
● �Disconnected
● �Disruptive
● �And struggling with self-regulation

And the staff was feeling:

● �Overwhelmed
● �Out of control
● �Underappreciated
● And emotionally fatigued/burning out

�

�



And we wanted answers . . .

● �How can we get students under control?
● �What consequences would get them in line?
● �How could we create a loving, accepting environment 

that still demanded high expectations?
● �(These are high school kids . . . Shouldn’t they know how 

to do this by now?)



So we were introduced to 
Conscious Discipline: a multilayered 

framework of systems that impact both 
teacher and student self-regulation.



The first chapter 
was on ADULT 
composure . . .

And we wanted to SCREAM.



Composure: 

Adults must model 
self-regulation.

We wanted 
CONTROL. 

But we needed 
CONNECTION.



The Ah-Ha moment: 
this is not a program 

-- it is a mindset



Brain State Model



Am I Safe?Teachers:
“From a survival 
state, we perceive 

conflict as a threat to 
our authority, our 

ability to teach, our 
safety, etc.  From this 

perception, we see 
conflict as bad and 

those who create it as 
deserving of 

punishment.”



How do we 
create safety?
● Teaching & re-teaching 

expectations, having 
clear procedures

● Safe Place-- “Chill 
Zone”

● Brain Smart Start
● Teaching de-stressing 

techniques



● Check - In

● “Chill zone”



Check in



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-extsZSrfApMVLq3Yi4OSz-ynrnq89hy/preview


● Brain Smart Start

● De-Stressing 
Techniques



Brain smart 
start- 

the huddle



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mfENfpU3cwJE_p_-yiSK888EyiupPnks/preview




When students are in the 
emotional state:

● Name -calling
● Blaming
● Denial
● Inflicting guilt
● Manipulating 

relationships
● Lecturing/tirades
● Generalizing 

human nature

Am I Loved?



When teachers are in 
the emotional state:

● We perceive conflict as 
irritating, the 
offending person as 
trying to make our 
lives hard and conflict 
as something to stop.

● We take it 
         personally.

“Managing our triggers and 
remaining calm enough to see the 
best in others is an extremely 
difficult task, especially for those 
of us working with challenging 
children. On the most basic level, 
we must become masters of 
composure, able to override our 
triggers. Then we must suspend 
our judgments about others’ 
intentions and be willing to see 
those who act in hurtful ways as 
people calling for help.” 

   



How do we help 
students feel 

connected and loved?

- Morning Greetings
- “Wish Well” Board
- Rituals/Celebrations
- Team-Building 





Wish Well



https://docs.google.com/file/d/10JEg6Uc4QGUN1PSxJ3QY8u6kDCgDEsKG/preview


● Rituals/
Celebrations

● Team Building





What can I learn from this?
When students are in the 
executive state:

● They are willing to reflect
● They can access their empathy
● They can see the situation from 

many different perspectives
● They are ready to process, and 

problem-solve



When teachers 
are in their 

executive state:

Instead of seeing 
challenging behavior 

as something that 
needs to be punished, 

we can see it as an 
opportunity to teach 

a new skill. 



The supporting programs behind BDE. 



BDE was born out of the desire to teach vs. punish.   
      ISS

● A time-out
● A supervised space to serve 

time and work independently on 
missed school work

● Meant to be punitive
● Difficult to keep students 

engaged, awake, and off their 
phones

● High recurrence rates 

BDE

● An intervention that looks at conflict 
as an opportunity to teach

● Aims to help students take 
responsibility for their actions, 
understand the harm they caused, and 
empower them to repair that harm

● A space to identify and teach any 
missing skills

● High levels of engagement
● Lower levels of repeat offenders



Restorative Practices - 
Social Discipline 
Window

This is (at least part) of the heart of 
restorative practices’ philosophy:



Restorative Practices Continuum



(simplified)





Start with the student’s truth.

● Build rapport
● Help the student reflect, do not debate
● Act as a guide and coach
● Use the incident(s) as an opportunity to teach lagging skills 

(collaborative problem solving)
● Through dialogue and reflection, guide the student to 

understanding and action to set things right to repair and 
restore relationships



When responding to challenging behavior:
● What happened?
● What were you thinking of at the time?
● What have you thought about since?
● Who has been affected by what you have done?
● In what way have they been affected?
● What do you think you need to do to make things right?
To help those affected:
● What did you think when you realized what had happened?
● What impact has this incident had on you and others?
● What has been the hardest thing for you?
● What do you think needs to happen to make things right?

Restorative Questions



Case Studies

-social media & bullying

-drug usage

-excessive tardies

-staff disrespect 

-fights

-community conflict



Questions?


